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8 Abstract
9 Background Female physical attractiveness is strongly related to body mass index (BMI). Females with lower BMI are on
10 average more attractive down to at least BMI= 18. Previous correlational studies have indicated that this effect may be
11 modulated by the hunger of the rater, with more hungry raters preferring images of subjects with greater adiposity. This prior
12 work, however, was correlational and so we wished to explore this phenomenon further using a randomized controlled trial.
13 Methods and subjects Two studies are presented. In the first, 52 male participants were recruited and after an overnight fast
14 were randomly allocated to either fed or starved treatments. Starved individuals continued not to feed, while fed individuals
15 were given ad libitum access to foods and were encouraged to eat to full satiation. Their hunger levels were monitored using
16 visual analog scales (VAS) and levels of circulating glucose. Four hours later, they were asked to complete a previously used
17 female attractiveness rating test, a standard IQ test, and a memory recall test. In the second study, which was a double-blind
18 experiment, 32 individuals were recruited to evaluate if the original effect was due to a confounding impact of alcohol
19 consumption when dining. Blinded individuals consumed drinks with or without alcohol. Their circulating alcohol levels
20 were quantified by a breath test, and they repeated the tests matched with the first study excluding the IQ test.
21 Results Hunger resulted in lower performance on the memory recall test, but had no effect on the IQ score, and contrasting
22 previous results had no effect on the ratings of female physical attractiveness. Circulating alcohol levels had no effect on the
23 memory recall test, but there was a significant negative relationship between circulating alcohol and the mean adiposity of
24 the five individuals rated as least attractive.
25 Conclusions This randomized controlled trial failed to replicate previous nonrandomized observational studies, which had
26 suggested that ratings of female physical attractiveness by males are sensitive to the levels of hunger. The reason for the
27 difference was possibly because in previous studies, levels of hunger were confounded by alcohol consumption.

28Introduction

29Factors influencing perceptions of physical attractiveness
30have long been of interest. Early studies [1, 2] suggested
31that female waist to hip ratio (WHR) indicates attractive-
32ness, and several studies set this preference into an evolu-
33tionary context, by suggesting that the most favored WHR
34also maximizes female fertility [2, 3]. However, WHR is
35not independent of adiposity, and in a series of studies, it
36was shown that once body mass index (BMI) is taken into
37account, the impact of WHR is much reduced [4–7]. Studies
38across multiple cultures indicate that males prefer thinner
39females down to a BMI of 18–19 kg/m2 [8–11]. Q1

40A factor suggested to affect attractiveness Q2ratings is
41socioeconomic status (SES) of the observer. Individuals
42from lower SES prefer higher BMI females Q3[9, 10, 12–14].
43The reasons for this effect are unclear. One idea is that high
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44 levels of resources translate to greater body fatness. Hence,
Q4 45 when most people do not have many resources, body fat-

46 ness might become a marker for resource possession, and
47 therefore becomes physically attractive. However, this does
48 not explain why, when most individuals have lots of
49 resources, males prefer females that are thinner.
50 Nelson and Morrison [15] suggested that in a situation
51 where there is collective resource scarcity, an individual
52 would be likely to lack resources themselves. Hence, indi-
53 vidual perception of their own resource status should pro-
54 vide information that would inform their judgements about
55 attractiveness of potential mates. They tested this by eval-
56 uating how preferences for potential partners depended on
57 financial satisfaction or hunger. They assumed that people
58 experiencing low financial satisfaction, or high levels of
59 hunger, would have implicit clues that resources were
60 scarce, and this would lead them to prefer heavier mates.
61 One study involved asking subjects going into a restaurant
62 (hungry state) or leaving a restaurant (satiated state) to rate
63 attributes of the most attractive potential partner. Hungry
64 subjects said that their ideal partner would be heavier than
65 subjects who were satiated, thereby supporting the original
66 hypothesis [15].
67 That ratings of attractiveness should be responsive to a
68 variable like hunger is remarkable, because hunger fluc-
69 tuates enormously over time, largely independently of
70 whether the overall resource availability is high or low.
71 People with high access to resources do not live in a state of
72 permanent satiation/satiety, and people with low access to
73 resources are not permanently hungry. Nevertheless, this
74 restaurant experiment [15] has been repeated on at least two
75 occasions, and the primary results have been confirmed
76 [16, 17]. Males going into restaurants consistently rate
77 thinner female images more attractive than ratings by males
78 leaving restaurants.
79 Although these previous studies are often described as
80 “experimental” studies, they are not randomized controlled
81 trials because the experimenters had no control over the
82 subject allocation, nor any control over other things that
83 may have happened during the restaurant visit. Hence, we
84 wished to test the idea that transient hunger status affects
85 male ratings of physical attractiveness, but using a more
86 rigorous randomized controlled trial design. In a second
87 study, we investigated whether alcohol consumption, which
88 was a potential confounding factor, may have played a role
89 in the previous positive associations.

90 Methods

91 The experiments were approved by the Ethical Review
92 Board of the Institute of Genetics and Developmental
93 Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The approval

94number for the hunger experiment was IGDB-2018-IRB-
95002 and for the alcohol study it was IGDB-2018-IRB-005.
96Both experiments were preregistered at the Chinese clinical
97trials registry: hunger experiment ChiCTR-ROC-17013771
98and alcohol experiment ChiCTR1800017022.

99Experiment 1

100The participants were 52 Chinese males aged between 20
101and 35. Individuals with different educational background
102and jobs were recruited by posters, word of mouth, and
103Internet chat sites. We did not study females because there
104was no previous work suggesting that female perceptions of
105male attractiveness depend on hunger. We did not ask
106individuals their sexual orientation prior to the testing, as
107this was not done in the previous studies at restaurants. The
108experiments were performed on groups of 4, 6, or 8 indi-
109viduals. Subjects were asked to attend our institute at
1100830 hours having fasted from 1800 hours the previous
111evening. When the participants arrived, we introduced the
112aims and procedures of the experiment to them. To disguise
113the primary focus on physical attractiveness, they were told
114the aim was to assess the impacts of hunger on a range of
115cognitive tasks. Individuals then gave informed consent to
116participate. Once consented, they had their blood glucose
117level measured using a blood-drop pin-prick test and gluc-
118ometer (Johnson OneTouchUltraEasy). Individuals that had
119starved overnight were expected to have blood glucose
120lower than 6.0 mmol/L. Individuals with higher blood glu-
121cose were not admitted into the study (this only happened
122once). In that case, to make the participant numbers even,
123we asked an additional individual to voluntarily quit the
124experiment. Both these two participants still got a free lunch
125as a payment for attending. All individuals were weighed
126and had their body composition measured by an FM
127bioimpedance analyzer (Tanita: TBF-418B, Japan).
128The individuals were randomized into two groups by
129choosing marked balls from a box. Equal numbers of
130starved and fed individuals were randomized in each sub-
131group i.e., if eight individuals attended, we randomized four
132to starvation and four to eating. All individuals remained in
133the laboratory under constant observation for 4 h. Indivi-
134duals sat with their own group, but the two groups were
135about 5 m apart. The two groups were able to see each
136other. That is, individuals in the starvation group were able
137to see the individuals randomized to “Eating” consuming
138their food. We did this deliberately as we felt it would
139possibly make them more hungry. Individuals were allowed
140to read or use their laptops/mobile phones during this 4-h
141period. The “Starving group” was permitted to drink water
142but not given any food. Individuals randomized to the
143“Eating group” were each given a double hamburger and
144soda (full sugar 500 ml) immediately after randomization
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145 (around 0900 hours). At 1030 hours, they were given a
146 noodle snack or chicken legs. Throughout the experiment,
147 they had ad libitum access to additional snacks (potato
148 chips) and sweets (chocolates (Dove) and chocolate with
149 cake (Orion)). They were encouraged to eat as much as they
150 could. What each individual actually ate was recorded. We
151 weighed all the provided food and how much was left at the
152 end of the experiment. The amount of food they had con-
153 sumed was calculated and converted into energy con-
154 sumption. Around 1100 hours all individuals in both groups
155 were given a menu to choose a meal from that which would
156 be provided once the experiment was over. At half-hourly
157 intervals, all individuals completed a Visual Analog Scale
158 (VAS) for their feelings of hunger. After 3.5 h at around 12
159 noon blood glucose was measured again.
160 The cognitive tests started after the VAS and blood
161 glucose were completed at 12 noon. Individuals were split
162 up and performed the tests in isolation from each other
163 (about 2 m apart). Individuals in the fed group had snacks
164 available throughout the testing period. All individuals
165 continued to be observed from a distance throughout the
166 testing phase.
167 The tests comprised a general IQ test, a female attrac-
168 tiveness rating test that we have used previously to evaluate
169 male ratings of female attractiveness [11], and a cellphone-
170 based memory test. The memory test is called the “instant
171 memory test” (from the Android Market). The test consists
172 of a screen with a chessboard-like grid on it. At the start,
173 there are two balls on the board numbered 1 and 2. After 2 s,
174 the balls disappear and the player has to indicate where they
175 were located on the grid in the correct numerical order. If
176 participants choose the correct order and locations, then the
177 game resumes with three numbered balls in new rando-
178 mized positions. The number of balls increased by 1 in each
179 round. The game continues until an error is made. The score
180 is the accumulated number of correctly located balls across
181 all rounds of the game. Participants were asked to finish the
182 game three times and we chose the highest score across all
183 three attempts as their memory score. This task is formally
184 known as an object-location binding task, because the
185 person is required not only to identify the numbered objects
186 in order, but also their spatial locations.
187 The tests lasted for about 50 min. It was not possible to
188 blind either the experimenter who was observing, or the
189 subjects, to the treatment they were exposed to. However,
190 the subjects were blind to the expectations with respect to
191 the attractiveness task. After the testing period, all indivi-
192 duals in both groups were given lunch.

193 Experiment 2

194 A potential confounding factor in the previous observa-
195 tional studies was that individuals entering and leaving a

196restaurant may not only have differed in their levels of
197hunger, but also have been affected by other events that
198happened in the restaurant. Perhaps chief among these was
199consumption of alcohol. We therefore conducted a second
200experiment to assess the impact of low levels of alcohol
201consumption on two of the tests used in experiment 1.
202We recruited the individuals by poster and word of
203mouth. All the participants were male. The experiment was
204designed to have a double-blind procedure. There were two
205experimenters, one who only watched the individuals and
206did the testing but was blind to who had consumed alcohol,
207the second made up the doses of alcohol, provided it to the
208individuals, and measured their breath alcohol levels.
209We asked the participants (N= 32) to come to the
210institute at 1800 hours. They came in groups of 4−8. After
211they arrived, they were told the aim of the study was to
212assess the impact of drinking alcohol on performance on
213some tests, and they gave informed consent. They were not
214informed that some of them would not be drinking any
215alcohol. We then performed a breath alcohol test using a
216machine provided by the Chinese Police (Model: Jiuan-
2171000) to make sure there was no baseline alcohol in their
218circulation. We set a baseline exclusion criterion of >5 mg/
219100 ml. None of the subjects exceeded this level in the first
220measurement. After that we weighed their body mass. Then
221researcher #1 did a body fat analysis (as in experiment 1)
222and gave a number to each individual. Researcher #2 used
223the numbers of the individuals to randomize their allocation
224to a group given beer containing 4% alcohol at a rate of
22510 ml/kg body mass, and a control group given alcohol-free
226beer. Hence, an 80-kg individual would have consumed
22780 ml of beer containing 32 ml of alcohol. That would be
228equivalent to drinking two regular 125-ml glasses of wine
229with 13% alcohol. We considered these levels of con-
230sumption to be representative levels often consumed with
231an evening meal, as would likely have happened during the
232restaurant tests performed previously. The two kinds of beer
233were commercially available beers manufactured by the
234YANJING Brewing company, China, and were purchased
235from a local supermarket. The subjects and researcher #1
236were both blind to who was drinking alcohol. Individuals
237were given cups with their individual ID number and were
238instructed to drink the contents in 30 min. The amount of
239beer provided was related to the body mass of the subjects,
240since the alcohol content of the beer (4%) was constant, yet
241we wanted to dose at a rate related to body mass. The
242subjects all sat together while consuming the beverages.
243After they finished, researcher #2 repeated the breath
244alcohol test. The subjects and researcher #1 remained blind
245to the grouping. In line with the feeding study, we also
246inserted the instant memory test to cover up the focus of the
247study on attractiveness. The subjects were observed during
248the testing phase by researcher#1. During informal
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249 questioning, once the testing was complete, the subjects
250 were unaware that some individuals had not consumed any
251 alcohol, and the researcher who was blinded could also not
252 distinguish the two groups.

253 Statistics

254 We used R studio to analyze the data and used GraphPad to
255 draw the graphs.
256 The primary outcome was the ratings of attractiveness.
257 We analyzed this in two different ways. First, we compared
258 the responses of the two groups. For the ratings test, we
259 converted the rank orders into scores by an equation which
260 was used in a previous study [11]. The scores followed the
261 formula an= 1+ (n− 1) × 0.4 (n represents the rank order
262 of the images from the last to the most attractive. That is, n,
263 the most attractive image was 21, so a21= 1+ (21–1) ×
264 0.4= 9). For the secondary outcomes we used t tests. We
265 then looked for relationships between the ratings of attrac-
266 tiveness and the actual ratings of hunger by VAS and the
267 blood glucose, as well as the circulating alcohol absolute
268 levels and changes in levels using least squares linear
269 regression. The overall rating task for attractiveness may
270 miss subtle effects at the extremes. To explore the data for
271 these effects, we calculated the average body fatness of the
272 top 3 and top 5 ranked individuals for each rater, and
273 similarly the average fatness of the bottom 3 and bottom 5
274 ranked individuals. We then compared the averages of these
275 ratings between the fed and staved groups, and the groups
276 that had and had not drunk alcohol using two-sample t tests.
277 We set the significance criterion level at p= 0.05 and cor-
278 rected for multiple testing where necessary using the Bon-
279 ferroni correction.

280 Results

281 Body fat

282 WeQ5 compared the body fat percentage of participants in
283 control and treatment groups in the two experiments at
284 baseline and there was no significant difference (experiment
285 1: mean for fed group= 20.66, SD= 6.5, n= 26; mean for
286 starved group= 20.57, SD= 7.2, n= 26, T test: t=
287 −0.044, p= 0.965. Experiment 2: mean for alcohol
288 group= 17.59, SD= 5.78, n= 16; mean for alcohol-free
289 group= 14.33, SD= 5.32, n= 16, T test: t= 1.66, p=
290 0.11; Table 1).

291 Experiment 1: impact of hunger

292 At randomization, there was no significant difference in the
293 blood glucose level between the two groups (mean for fed

294group= 5.17, SD= 0.54, n= 26, mean for starved
295group= 4.91, SD= 0.54, n= 26: Supplementary Fig. 1a)
296nor in their average self-reported levels of hunger from the
297VAS (mean for fed group= 3.58, SD= 2.86; n= 26, mean
298for starved group= 3.50, SD= 2.60, n= 26: Supplemen-
299tary Fig. 1b). There was no significant relationship between
300the circulating glucose level and the self-ratings of hunger at
301baseline (Supplementary Fig. 1c). At the end of the 3 h after
302randomization, the blood glucose of the starved group was
303unchanged (mean for starved group after 3 h fasting= 5.15:
304t=−1.57, df= 49.71, p value= 0.12) but that of the fed
305group was significantly elevated (mean for fed group after
3063 h eating= 6.96: t=−7.19, df= 49.71, p value < 0.01).
307During the course of the experiment, the individual self-
308ratings of hunger by the VAS tool progressively diverged
309with the individuals in the starved group becoming pro-
310gressively more hungry, with an average final mean value
311of 6.27 (SD= 3.13, n= 26, which differed significantly
312from their initial ratings 3 h earlier: paired t test, t= 3.89,
313p < 0.001: Supplementary Fig. 1d). In contrast, the fed
314group became progressively more satiated and finished with
315an average final mean value of 1.42 (SD= 0.81, n= 26,
316which differed significantly from their initial ratings 3 h
317earlier: paired t test, t= 3.74, p < 0.001). The final hunger
318ratings of the starved group were significantly higher than
319those of the fed group (two-sample t test: t= 7.16, p <
3200.001). Final hunger ratings were significantly negatively
321related to circulating glucose levels (Supplementary
322Fig. 1e).
323Because individuals were continuously observed, we
324know that the starved group consumed no food during the
325interval between randomization and testing. The food con-
326sumption of the fed group varied between individuals. The
327highest was 2.55 kg of food/drink and the lowest 700 g. We
328converted the food into energy units and the average intake
329was 6.96MJ. There was a significant positive relationship
330between the energy they consumed and the circulating
331glucose at the end of the feeding period (Supplementary
332Fig. 1f), but there was no relationship between the energy
333intake and final VAS hunger rating in the fed group (Sup-
334plementary Fig. 1g).

Table 1 The body fatness of the randomized two groups engaged in
the two experiments

Group Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Starved
N= 26

Fed
N= 26

Alcohol
N= 16

Alcohol free
N= 16

Mean of fat (%) 20.57 20.66 17.59 14.33

SD 7.25 6.52 5.78 5.32

Experiment 1: T test: t=−0.04; p= 0.96

Experiment 2: T test: t= 1.67; p= 0.11

Z. G. Jin et al.
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335 Primary outcome

336 As we have shown previously using this measurement tool,
337 there was a strong negative relationship between ratings of
338 attractiveness and subject body fat % (Fig. 1a) and BMI
339 (Fig. 1b). There was a less significant effect of WHR
340 (Fig. 1c). In all three cases, there was no significant effect of
341 the randomized group on these relationships (for body fat
342 percentage: ANCOVA group effect F= 0, p= 1; for BMI:
343 ANCOVA group effect F= 0.02, p= 0.97, for WHR:
344 ANCOVA group effect F= 0, p= 1).
345 Because this tool may not detect subtle differences
346 in preferences at the extremes, we calculated the body fat
347 % of the top 3 and top 5 most attractive rated images,
348 and the body fat% of the bottom 3 and bottom 5 least
349 attractive rated images for each of the raters. There was no
350 significant difference in the means of these values between
351 the randomized groups (Table 2). There were also no sig-
352 nificant relationships between the individual values of
353 these four ratings and the hunger as evaluated by the final

354VAS measure (Fig. 2a–d) or the change in blood glucose
355between initial and final measurement (Fig. 2e–h).

356Secondary outcomes

357There was no significant difference between the randomized
358groups in their IQ test scores (starved group: mean= 114.8,
359SD= 19.14; fed group: mean= 114.1, SD= 18.47, t test:
360p= 0.89, Fig. 3a) and no significant relationship between
361individuals’ IQ and the individuals’ final ratings of hunger
362by VAS (Fig. 3b) or the change in circulating glucose
363(Fig. 3c). In terms of the test outcomes, there was a sig-
364nificant difference between the randomized groups in their
365performance on the instant memory test (mean of starved
366group= 21.54, SD= 5.78; mean of fed group= 25.85,
367SD= 6.18, t test: p value= 0.01, Fig. 3d). There was a
368significant positive relationship between the memory per-
369formance and circulating glucose levels (R2= 0.096, p <
3700.001, Fig. 3e).

Fig. 1 Effect of hunger and
alcohol on ratings of physical
attractiveness. The plots show a
ratings of attractiveness against
body fat percentage, b body
mass index, and c waist to hip
ratio. In all cases there was a
strong negative relationship. The
relationships did not differ
between fasted and fed groups.
d Ratings of attractiveness
against waist to hip ratio, e body
fat percentage, and f body mass
index. In all cases, there was a
strong negative relationship. The
relationships did not differ
between groups that had and had
not drunk alcohol

No impact of hunger on male perception of female physical attractiveness in relation to adiposity: a. . .
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371 Experiment 2

372 When first tested that all the participants had 0 mg/100 ml of
373 predicted circulating blood alcohol from the breath test. The
374 highest volume of beer consumed was 1162 ml, the lowest
375 was 644 ml, and the mean was 844 ml. For all individuals in
376 the alcohol-free group, their circulating alcohol was still
377 0 mg/100 ml after consuming the drinks, but in the alcohol
378 group their alcohol breath levels increased. Their predicted
379 blood alcohol from the breath test varied from 13 mg/
380 100 ml to 38 mg/100 ml (mean= 27.38, SD= 6.82).
381 There was no significant effect of the randomized
382 group on the ratings of attractiveness (for body fat per-
383 centage: ANCOVA group effect F= 0.05, p= 0.82; for
384 BMI: ANCOVA group effect F= 0.71, p= 0.40; for WHR:
385 ANCOVA group effect F= 0, p= 0.99) (Fig. 1d–f). There
386 were also no differences in the body fatness of the most
387 attractive rated individuals (Table 2), but for the least
388 attractive individuals the average adiposity of the three least
389 attractive individuals was significantly lower in the indivi-
390 duals that had drunk alcohol (Table 2). Moreover, when we
391 explored the relationships between the ratings of the most
392 and least attractive individuals and the level of circulating
393 alcohol, we found that while there was no effect of alcohol
394 on the body fatness of the most attractive rated individuals
395 (Fig. 4a, c) there was a significant negative relationship for
396 the least attractive individuals (Fig. 4d: average adiposity of
397 the bottom 5 rated individuals r2= 0.28, p= 0.033). There

398was a single outlier in this relationship that we were worried
399was causing the significance; however, when we removed it
400the r2 increased to 0.53 and the p value declined to 0.0019.
401We did not find any significant effect of alcohol con-
402sumption on the instant memory test (mean of alcohol
403group= 24.44, SD= 6.38; mean of alcohol-free group=
40425.19, SD= 5.97. t test: p value= 0.73, Fig. 3f). Also there
405was no significant relationship between the memory ability
406and circulating alcohol levels (Fig. 3g).

407Discussion

408Based on both objective (blood glucose changes) and sub-
409jective (VAS hunger ratings) measurements, the first
410experimental manipulation was successful at altering the
411levels of hunger. However, contrasting the previous three
412observational studies [15–17], we found no evidence that
413hunger altered the perception of physical attractiveness
414towards subjects with greater adiposity.
415There are several differences between our study and the
416previous work that may potentially explain these different
417outcomes. First, our study concerned Asian men, while
418previous work involved Caucasians. The strong consistency
419of the perception of physical attractiveness of females of
420different adiposity between Asians and Caucasians [8–11],
421however, suggest this difference was unlikely to be
422important. In addition, the original hypothesis underlying
423the presumed impact of hunger never indicated that this
424might be something restricted to one particular culture [15].
425We used a different tool to measure physical attractiveness,
426but this tool [11] provides highly consistent results with
427other measures that indicate males typically prefer leaner
428females. Our study took place in the morning between 0830
429and 1300 hours while previous studies have taken place in
430the evening. This time difference again seems an unlikely
431source of the large difference between the outcomes.
432The most significant difference between our study and
433the previous studies was that ours was a randomized con-
434trolled trial, while previous studies [15–17] intercepted
435diners entering and exiting restaurants. The experimenters
436in these previous studies therefore did not randomize the
437participants to the different treatments. Possibly more
438important than randomization, however, they were unable
439to control for confounding factors that might co-vary with
440the dining experience. Hence between entering and exiting a
441restaurant, prospective diners would probably have con-
442sumed food, and would hence be less hungry; however, in
443addition, they would likely also have engaged in other
444consumptive behaviors such as drinking alcohol, drinking
445coffee or tea and possibly smoking.
446Of these the most important potential confound was
447alcohol intake. Alcohol consumption impacts ratings of

Table 2 The average body fat percentage of the top 3 or 5 most
attractive rated images and bottom 3 or 5 least attractive rated images
averaged across the individuals in the fed and starved groups
(experiment 1) and the individuals given or not given alcohol to
drink (experiment 2). The averages were compared using two-sample t
tests the results of which are also shown

Groups Mean Df t Sig N

Top 3 Fed 23.58 50.00 0.16 0.87 26

Starved 23.30

Top 5 Fed 25.81 50.00 −0.24 0.81 26

Starved 26.23

Bottom 3 Fed 41.54 50.00 −0.61 0.55 26

Starved 42.96

Bottom 5 Fed 42.23 50.00 0 1.00 26

Starved 42.23

Top 3 +Alcohol 23.19 30.00 0.73 0.47 16

Alcohol Free 21.63

Top 5 +Alcohol 24.44 30.00 0.46 0.65 16

Alcohol Free 23.31

Bottom 3 +Alcohol 41.25 30.00 −2.00 0.05 16

Alcohol Free 44.38

Bottom 5 +Alcohol 42.81 30.00 −0.45 0.65 16

Alcohol Free 43.69

Z. G. Jin et al.
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448 attractiveness by making all subjects more attractive
449 [18–21]. However, more critically it also reduces the ability
450 to perform simple discrimination tasks. Hence, individuals
451 who have consumed alcohol show altered preferences for
452 facial symmetry, because they find it harder to distinguish
453 symmetrical from nonsymmetrical objects of any sort [22].
454 This might be an explanation for the difference between our
455 study and previous work. That is in the previous studies
456 individuals exiting the restaurants were not only less hun-
457 gry, but had likely also consumed alcohol which diminished

458their abilities to distinguish subtle differences in adiposity in
459the rating test.
460To evaluate this we performed a second experiment to
461see if consumption of alcohol at a level similar to that
462presumed to be consumed with a meal (about two glasses of
463wine) might lead to altered perceptions of attractiveness
464using the same tool. As with experiment 1 our manipulation
465successfully manipulated the level of circulating alcohol in
466the exposed compared to the nonexposed group. The level
467of alcohol in their breath varied from 13 to 38 mg/100 ml.

Fig. 2 Impact of hunger of raters
on the body fatness of the three
and five most rated attractive
individuals and the three and
five least rated attractive
individuals. In (a) to (d) the
ratings are plotted against the
VAS rating of hunger and in (e)
to (h) against the circulating
glucose levels. None of the
relationships was significant

No impact of hunger on male perception of female physical attractiveness in relation to adiposity: a. . .
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468 This compares to the UK driving limit of 35 mg/100 ml
469 breath. This experiment provides support for the suggestion
470 that alcohol consumption may have underpinned the dif-
471 ferences reported previously. Although alcohol did not
472 appear to impact the adiposity of the images that were rated
473 most attractive, there was a significant negative relationship
474 between circulating alcohol and the mean adiposity of the
475 five individuals rated as least attractive. That is as circu-
476 lating alcohol increased the adiposity of the least attractive
477 individuals was reduced—hence alcohol made the indivi-
478 duals less discriminatory against those with high adiposity.

479This may be a sufficiently large enough effect to cause the
480trends reported previously in individuals exiting restaurants
481compared to those entering. Unfortunately, we have no idea
482what the alcohol levels were in the previous experiments
483because they were not measured.
484Because we embedded the attractiveness rating between
485two other tasks we also had some secondary outcomes. The
486IQ test we used was not sensitive to the hunger levels of the
487subjects. Hence, if individuals are planning on taking an IQ
488test it would not appear any benefit to feed or starve oneself
489in advance of the test. These data contrast previous work

Fig. 3 Secondary outcome
effects on IQ and memory recall.
a No difference between starved
and fed groups in performance
on the IQ test. Relationship
between final hunger levels and
b IQ and c change in circulating
glucose between start and final
measurement. d Significant
difference between starved and
fed groups on the memory task
and e relationship between the
performance on the instant
memory test and circulating
glucose levels. f Memory ability
between the two groups, one
given and the other not given
alcohol, and g the relationship
between circulating alcohol
levels and memory ability in the
group that consumedQ6 alcohol.
The bivariate plots show this
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491 test had higher circulating glucose levels on a subsequent
492 oral glucose tolerance test, suggesting greater assimilation
493 capacity for glucose might be linked to greater IQ score
494 [23], although in that study the glucose monitoring was not
495 performed simultaneous to the IQ test. In contrast, high
496 blood glucose in type 2 diabetic patients appeared to be
497 negatively linked to cognitive performance including IQ
498 tests [24]. Unlike the effect on IQ, performance on the
499 memory recall test was reduced by about 20% by starving,
500 and the performance was positively related to circulating
501 glucose levels. This result is consistent with previous work
502 that has shown drinking glucose after an overnight fast can
503 result in a temporary enhancement of cognition, particularly
504 episodic memory—an effect called the “glucose enhance-
505 ment effect” [25–28]. This is consistent with glucose being
506 the major energy substrate that supports neuronal function,
507 notably in object-location binding tasks [28] as was per-
508 formed in our study, and shows that the hunger levels we
509 generated were sufficient to generate data consistent with a
510 different well-established impact of feeding on cognitive
511 performance.

512 Conclusions

513 This randomized controlled trial failed to replicate previous
514 nonrandomized observational studies, which suggested
515 ratings of female physical attractiveness by males are sen-
516 sitive to hunger. The reason for the difference was possibly

517because in previous studies hunger was confounded by
518alcohol consumption.
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